Safe Systems
The Technology Partner for Financial Institutions

F

ounded in 1993, Safe Systems is
the national leader in providing
IT solutions exclusively to
financial institutions. As a technology
partner, we have worked with over
600 financial institutions and manage
more than 25,000 network devices. We
help financial institutions significantly
decrease costs, increase IT
performance, enhance cybersecurity
and improve compliance posture.

Recognized Leader in Providing
IT Solutions to Financial
Institutions Since 1993
We understand the complexity that
financial institutions face in managing
the constant evolution of technology
and compliance. Our exceptional
service combined with our innovative
solutions assist our customers in
staying ahead of this ever changing
environment. Our solutions focus
on three areas for our customers:
technology, security, and compliance.
We leverage our knowledge of the
financial institution software vendors
to provide our customers with the
best technology solutions available, all
tailored to their specific applications
and environment. We understand
the core and third party solutions
that run on your network and more
importantly, the best way to configure
and support them.
Cybersecurity continues to be a key
factor from a risk and regulatory
standpoint. We assist our customers
in applying a layered defense to
hackers, malware, and viruses. These

layers reduce the risks associated
with external and internal intrusions
all while compiling a compliance
audit trail of documentation, reporting
and verification.
The level of care we provide to our
financial institution partners is our
hallmark and key differentiator.
Our team of certified network
engineers, our combined years
of banking knowledge and our
regulatory expertise allows us to
truly understand the unique platform
configurations of financial institutions.
Since Safe Systems is independent
from your core processing provider,
we offer unbiased guidance to assist
your institution in making the optimal
technology decisions.

automate administrative tasks with our
management toolset, gain closer control
over your network devices, or co-manage
your servers and workstations - we can
help. Our comprehensive solutions have
enabled financial institutions across the
country to maximize their technology
investment and exceed regulatory
requirements. Our reputation for offering
quality solutions and the highest level
of customer service are the primary
drivers for our continued success. Where
compliance and technology intersect,
Safe Systems can help build a strong
foundation for your institution’s growth
and long-term success.

Why Choose Us?
> Our IT solutions are designed

Every Institution is Different
We realize that your financial
institution is unique, and we strive
to support the goals, priorities, and
technologies of each customer. Even
though you may have the same
core and third party applications
as other institutions, Safe Systems
understands your need to have a
customized solution specific to your
environment. Our goal is to be a true
business partner to every customer,
not just another vendor.

Trusted by Over 600 Financial
Institutions Nationwide
Whether you are looking to implement
a new network, upgrade equipment
that can no longer satisfy your needs,

For more info: SafeSystems.com
1 (877) 752-0550 / 1145 Sanctuary Parkway, Suite 400, Alpharetta, GA 30009

exclusively for financial institutions

> Our solutions continue to meet or

exceed regulatory expectations
> Our systems are audited to SOC 2

Type II standards
> We manage over 25,000 network

devices nationwide
> We have a 99% client retention rate

and are financially solid
> We are the single point of contact

for IT and regulatory guidance
> We leverage technology to reduce the

compliance burden of our customers
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This chart represents the services
that we offer our customers.
Our comprehensive network,
compliance, and security
expertise is built into each
section of the wheel.
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Cloud Services

Maximize your staff’s productivity by
leveraging our industry specific NetComply
service to proactively monitor, update and
maintain your servers, workstations, and
network devices. Whether you have a team
of in-house IT experts or need assistance in
managing the network, Netcomply can help.

Secure your Internet connections and internal
infrastructure from unauthorized access with
a multi-layered 24x7x365 monitoring and
management service specifically designed for
financial institutions.

Migrating to the cloud can increase uptime
by incorporating compliant, secure, and
fully redundant systems into your business
plan. Allow your IT staff to focus on projects
that help drive the business rather than
maintaining a complex internal
network infrastructure.

Professional Services
We offer network design, project management,
and installation services based on our indepth knowledge of core processor and third
party application specifications for financial
institutions. We can assist in upgrading your
systems, leveraging virtualization, or adding
a new branch.

Compliance Services
We help institutions address FFIEC
regulations through our compliance-focused
services including IT Policy and Procedure
Development and Management, Virtual
CIO, Business Continuity Planning, Risk
Assessments, and Vendor Management.

Hosted Email
SafeSysMail, our award-winning hosted email
service, is a fully automated Hosted Exchange
solution. Built for financial institutions, it
offers encryption, SPAM, antivirus, archival,
and mobile access for your employees.

Hosted Disaster Recovery
and Data Backup
Enhance your institution’s ability to recover
from a business interruption within hours
versus days with our comprehensive backup
solutions designed exclusively for
financial institutions.

